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ABSTRACT

AN EFFICIENT MODEL FOR PLANNING BUS ROUTES

IN COMMUNITIES WITH POPULATIONS BETWEEN 20,000 AND 250,000

by

JOHN RICHARD HAUSER

The paper discusses a flexible, inexpensive, interactive computer
model specifically designed to act as an aid for planning routes for
conventional bus systems in communities with populations between 20,000
and 250,000.

The characteristics of these communities, the desires of decision
makers, the cost and availability of data, and the special problems
inherent in route planning are examined and a useful routing model is
designed. A computer implementation of the structure of its major
component was developed. Usage costs are examined. (An implementation
of the entire model has not yet been completed.)

The completed model will not replace community leaders or transit
managers; instead, it will enable a decision maker to quickly and inexpen-
sively test a potential route or operating decision without actually
implementing it.

To test the route, the decision maker need only input the operating
decision or route choice. The routing model automatically traces the
route through the community and estimates whom the route serves, how well,
and at what cost. It predicts how many people will use the route, their
geographic location, possibly their income distribution, the travel time,
wait time, the walking distance they experience, and the operating cost of
the route. Based on these estimates, the decision maker can alter any
decision and immediately test the new route.

In the course of model design, two new demand models are formulated:
an alternative logit model for probability estimation or modal split calcu-
lations, and an extension of the intervening opportunities model for desire
prediction or trip generation.
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PART I

PROBLEM EXAMINATION AND MODEL FORMULATION

According to the 1970 census there are over 70 million people in

the 2245 "places" in the United States which are of population greater

than 10,000 but less than 250,000. Because this is a significant

portion (about 34%) of the population of the United States, it is

worth the while to examine the transportation needs of these communities.

This paper does not explicitly discuss the transportation problem

in small communities. Instead, it examines a particular problem

faced by one part of a transportation system: the planning of

routes and operating policies for conventional bus systems.

The paper begins with an in-depth study of this special problem

and develops a set of criteria to aid in model development. These

criteria consider the necessary tradeoffs and establish a set of

rules from which model formulation is to proceed.
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1.1 Criteria

1.1.1 Statement of Criteria

The model should:

1. be inexpensive

2. have no extensive data requirements

3. be sensitive to characteristics that make a route unique

4. be sensitive to varying conditions

5. supply sufficient information to identify the incidence

of the social benefits (costs) of route change

6. be sensitive to the needs and desires of potential bus

riders

7. make marginal cost and revenue predictions

8. be acceptable to a decision raker who is not technically

trained

9. be applicable to a variety of citie:

10. consider competing and complementary modes of travel

11. be flexible

12. be efficient.

l.2. Development of Criteria

1. Inexpensive: Although some transit companies in major cities

spend over $100 millionZaannually, many small operations spend less than

$500,000.' b This includes capital expenditures, wages, and other operating

expenditures. Faced with increasing expenses and declining patronage,

transit companies have already streamlined operations in an attempt to

reduce costs.3 ' Planning departments have been among the first to be cut

back. A transit manager or public official, (hereafter referred to as

decision maker) would be reluctant to spend a large sum of money for plan-

ning new routes or changing old ones if he has already cut back planning

expenses. It is hard to estimate how mnuch he would actually be willing to

spend but it would certainly be much less than the amount spent by

comprehensive studies such as were done for Portland, Maine ($320 thousand)4

or Manchester, N. H. ($236 thousand)5. In any case, it is clear that a

transit routing model for small com.munities should attempt to provide

2 .



necessary accuracy as inexpensively as possible, i.e. a dccision mak:er

will more likely choose a less-accurate, inexpensive model than a more

accurate, expensive model.

2. No extensive dat; reguire;,ents: Extensive data require:mients

can make a model very expensive to use. For example, in the early 1960's

the Southeast Wisconsin Study (Milwall-,:e) spent almost 1.2 million
6

dollars on data, and the Penn-Jersy Study spent al.aost 1.8 million

dollars7. Data collection accounted for over 60% of the cost of these

studies. True, they were comprehensive studies of major cities, but

they do give an indication of how expensive data collection can be, and

they do indicate that every effort should be made to minirTize expensive

data requirements.

Besides being expensive, mass;ive data collection is time-consuming,

often taking many months8. One expected use of the routing model is

during crisis periods su as the potential failure of a private company.

In such crises, a decision maker must have estimates quickly and cannot

wait for the results of a major data collection effort. The model should

be designed to use readily available inexpensive data.

3. Sensitive to characteristics that make a route unique, i.e.

characteristics that make it different from other routes: this will 'enable

the-model to differentiate between alternative routes.

One important characteristic of a route is its location in the city.

Because demand for transit is a derived demand, patronage will depend

upon how well people and activity centers are connected. Since different

routes will serve different people and different activity centers, the

model should be quite sensitive to the location of the people and of

activity centers with respect to bus routes.

Demand is extremely sensitive to walking distance, often dropping

off dramatically if people are forced to walk more than one block.9

The model should estimate how far people ntst walk, and should be sensitive

to changes in walk distance of as little as one block.

Another important characteristic of a route is travel time along that

route. The model should be sensitive to the street network and traffic

3



conditions which determine travel time. It should declare infeasible

any route that includes a link such as a narrow winding road which

a bus simply cannot effectively traverse. It should do this even if it

requires judgmental estimates by the model user.

4. Sensitive to varying conditions: Transit demand is extremely

-sensitive to time of day1 0, day of week1 1 , and season of the year12.

Different routes may be more suitable during different hours of the day

or different days of the week.

For example, a transit company may want to run different rout-:,

during peak hours, when trips are predominantly work trips tan during

off-peak hours, when shoiping trips are relatively more cormm.on. Similarly,

the company may want to periodically r,.-ise its routes because of seasonal

fluctuations in demand. Thus the model should be sensitive to time of

day, day of week, and season of the year.

Furthermore, a comrpany may wish to examine special routes for special

events. The model shiuld be flexible enough to adapt to changed condi-

tions resulting from special events such as shopping center openings or

county fairs.

5. Supply sufficient information to identify the incidence of

social benefits (c- ,ts) of route change: Atny route change can have dis-

ruptive effects on. the travel habits of many passengers, but a new route

might serve the majority of the people better and increase patronage.

Many people affected by a route change will be very vocal in objecting to

the change. Some will object to loss of service while others will object

to noise, dirt, and a perceived safety hazard1 3 resulting because a new

route brings a bus past teir homes. A decision maker faced with unfa-

vorable publicity will want to justify his route choice by having an

indication of the incidence of benefits and costs of that new route.

The model should indicate level of service parameters, such as travel

time, wait time, and walk distance, predict ridership, revenue, and costs,

and should indicate both the location and some of the social characteris-

tics14 of the people served by the route.

4



6. Sensitive to the needs and desires of potential bus riders:

The reason a person will use one route and not another is that the chosen

route fulfills his needs and desires. For example, a poor person would be

more likely to sacrifice savings in travel time to save on travel cost.

To account for this, the model Should be sensitive to the characteristics

of the people who are served by the bus route.

A good way to make a model sensitive to these needs is to base it

on probabilistic behavioral assumptions about individual choice. Of the

demand models currently existing, the closest to this ideal are the

behavioral demand models 5

7. ixnal cost and reve predictions: Whether he represents a

private company which is interested in profit or a public authority that

is interested in social benefits, the decision maker will want to know

the net cost of a transit route. That is, he will want an estimate of the

marginal cost and the marginal revenue of the ddition:l route.

Revenue dep ds upon patronage (demand estimates are discussed else-

where) but not every rider of a bus route yields marginal addition to

total system revenue equal to his fare. -Some gains in patron:ge will

result from losses to other routes. Some routes srill act as feeder routes

making others more popular. Finally, some passengers will pay no fare

be.ause of free transfers from other routes.

Such network effects will be significant in highly dependent networks

such as exist in Bogata, Colo.-bia, which has a network of 384 routes and,

in some sections, more than 50 different bus routes passing along the

same street section.1 6 To consider such effects in detail, a model must

be an extremely complex network model that simulates the entire network

of routes simultaneously. This would add greatly to the expense of model

use because such a complex model would need to be run to test every

individual routing decision.l 7

If routes are more or less independent, as they might well be in small

communities that require significantly fewer routes , then a good first-order

approximation is to ignore network effects and treat intersecting routes

as sources of demand dependent on the level of service of the route under

5



consideration.. The routing model being developed in this paper assumes

such independence, but this assumption must be tested before the model

is used in the field.

Cost of a route is the result of a variety of components. Some

costs such as drivers' wages occur by the bus hour; some costs such as

fuel and tire wear: occur by the bus mile; and some costs are overhead

costs and may or may :lot increase if a.n additional route is added.

To accu-tely predict the . rginal co:;t of route, the routing imodel

should properly consider all three types of costs.

8. Acceptable to a decision maker ho i not tecmicall trained:

A model mat be 100% accurate, but if it is not acceptal)le to the person

who must r,:. -e a decision based on the model tht.. the model will never be

-used.

Predicting. demnnd for transit routes is a problem in marketing

research. The consumer is presented a product in the form of a transit

route and the model tries to predict his reaction to it. John Little20

through working with n-aagers responsible for marketing decisions, has

developed a :et of requirements that a model must meet to be acceptable

to managers. The model should be:

1. simple

2. robust

3. easy to control

4. adaptive

5. as complete as possible

6. easy to coununicate with.

"By simple is meant easy to understand; by robust, hard to get

absurd answers from; by easy to control, that the user knows what input

data would be required to produce desired output answers; adaptive means

that the model can be adjusted as new information is acquired; complete-

ness implies that important phenomena will be included even if they

require judgmental estimates of their effect; and, finally, easy to com-

municate, which means that the anager can quickly and easily change in-

puts and obtain and understand the outplts." 2 1
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These are important requirements that promote trust in a model and

make it easy to use. The typical transit manager or public official is

not technically trained and if he cannot understand and trust a model or

if he finds it difficult to use, then he will probably not use it.

9. Applicablle to a variety of cities: If a separate model has to

be developed for each community, then each application could become

very expeoi-.ve and require extensive data. Thus the model should identify

similarities between cormmunities and identify the factors that influence

an individual's choice of transportation. This implies that the model

should not be a naive or correlative modcl, but instead should be a

causal model 2 based on behavioral assumptions23 alout individual choice.

To account for differences among communities the model should attempt

to include as many relevant phenor na as possible "even if they require

judgmental estimates." 24

One impc-rtant phenome on is network effects. This has already been

discussed. Another is the .quilibrium effects of supply and demand.

Demand is certainly dependent upon supply, i.e. patronage depends upon

the level of service and fare, but supply is also dependent upon demand.

If more people ride a bus, then the crowding conditions and travel time2

might significantly icrease. Since an equilibriual component of the model

can sil:nificantly increase the complexity of the overall model26 , the

question naturally arises: Can equilibrium effect!: be ignored?

Damian Kulash, in a single route simulation analysis, found that

"performance is not greatly affected by the volume of passengers using

the route in most cases." 27 This result indicates that for simplicity,

equilibrium effects might be ignored in the initial modelling attempt,

but because there is some doubt to the validity of ignoring these effects,

the model should be designed to allow the later additions of an equilib-

rium model. The effects of including the equilibrium model would be

tested before the model is used in the field.

10. Considcr competing and complementary modes of transportation:

If buses were the only means of travel, then all trips would be made by

bus. Since there are other nodes such as automobiles or taxicabs that

7



28
account for significant numbers of trips , it is important that a bus

routing model consider the effects of alternative modes of transportation.

Besides allowing for more accurate demand predictions, these comparisons

could aid a public official if he must decide how much money to allocate

to a public transit system.

The model should also consider complementary modes of transportation.

For example, local buses (or automobiles) can act as feeders to express

buses, subway systems, or airports. Such consideration of the interaction

of different modes of transportation can aid the development of a balanced

transportation system.

11. Flexible: Since the model is to be used for many types of

applications in a variety of communities, it must be flexible enough to

adapt to changing conditions.

There is the possibility that some types of data may be available

in some communities but not in others. Some existing transit companies

might have kept very accurate patronage counts, some may have made conrpre-

hensive studies such as authorized under the 1962 Highway Act2 9, and some

may have only census data available. The model should adapt to make

maximum use of any existing data.

It should also allow for a choice of specific demand models. There

are many types of demand models available such as aggregate models3 0,
31

and disaggregate behavioral models 3 1 A previous section indicated that

disaggregate models are good because they are sensitive to the desires of

individuals. Indeed they are, but other models might be better in specific

circumstances depending upon the available data and the required accuracy.

The routing model should allow for various demand models to be included if

necessary. Besides, research in demand theory may yield models far

superior to disaggregate behavioral models, and if the routing model is

not to become obsolete it should be possible to easily adapt it to include

newly developed demand models.

Finally, for ease of use, it should be a simple task to change any

model parameter.

12. Efficient: The final criteria for a routing model is efficiency.

The model should avoid consideration of irrelevant data and it should

8



avoid making the same calculation a number of times.

Not every part of a community is served by a single route. Tremendous

savings in computation can be realized if the model tries to consider

only those parts of a community that are actually significantly served by

the route under consideration. For example, if the city is partitioned into

100 zones but the route only serves 20, then only approximately 400 (20 X 20)

zonal interactions need be considered, instead of 10,000 (100 X 100).

1.2 Features of the Routing Model

Before a routing model could be developed, it was necessary to

examine existing models and methods to avoid their weaknesses and build

upon their strengths. Development of criteria and examination of exist-

ing models was fruitful in that it focused attention and indicated what

type of routing model need be developed and investigated.

This section formulates model features which attempt to satisfy as

many criteria as possible. The formulation of these features organizes

model development and is an important step in model creation. These

features set tight bounds on the type of model that can be developed and

thus insure that the model fulfills many of the criteria of section 1.1.

1.2.1 Statement of Model Features

The following features are developed in section 2.3.2:

1. Simple basic prediction process.

2. Causal reasoning based upon behavioral assumptions about

individual choice.

3. Sufficiently small analysis zones to enable the model to

be sensitive to to route location within the city.

4. Interactive computer model on a time-sharing system.

5. Two-phase model usage

a. initialization by experienced analyst.

b. usage by non-technically trained decision maker.

6. Modular subprograms for greater flexibility.

7. Programs encoded in PL/I.

8. Low cost of computer package.

9. Concentrate on census data because it is easily accessible

but adapt to make maximum use of other existing data.

9



1.2.2 Formulation oF Model Fcatiui:

1. Simple b.sic; nrdLpictio n roce,: '0 :,l,: c o a large

number of cities (Criterion 9) the d,)J,3 ,,l; i. ii .noug- co

adapt to changing conditions (Criteric., ;1). O,() way to -rnin flvt.ibility

is to have a simple underlying predicLioi- A s. irple process based

on common sense would be understandable and cceptable to a decision maker

(Criterion 8).

The routing model u:es the folltwin, basic procedure: it automatically

traces the route through the city, detcol.iir:es ws;io and what activity centers

the route serves, and estimates the levte , s, ,-vic pot -iLiat-] riders

would experience. Thc-, based upon ch:i,::t'.'rsitic: of the p,tential riders,

the level of service they experience an,; hio ;il t-.y are connected to

activity centers, the model estimates fos: ca:} ;;t.;iual49 the probability5 0

that he will ride the bus in the period under consideration. The patronage estim-

ate is then the expected value of the number of riders choosing the route.

Note that this basic process supplic; informnation ont the incidence of

benefits of a bus route (Criterion 5) .; .. i .-;iLive i.o tthe desires of

potential riders (Criterion 6). It iI ,. -si,. i,- of d.saggregate

dem.and btt could be adapted (Criter. l . ,: - . ;: ' ;-e mode.ls because it

gives level of service estimates. To catc ; t -rol,;.ility that tran-

sit is chosen, the model must consider o',;,'.l:.< :,odes. Complementary

modes such as airports or rail static : ¢a i c ....t.-I! a. 'lctivity cencers

(Criterion 10).

Thus the basic process partially uliitis criteria 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 11.

2. Causal reasoning based upon behavioral assumptions about individual

choice: discussed earlier (criteria 6, 9), to e applicable to many cities

without extensive restructuring or data collection, the model must identify

factors that influence an individual's choice. That is, the model can not be

simply correlative; it must be as deductive as the current state of demand

theory allows.

Two models necessary for the basic predic:tion process were (1) a model to

estimate the probability that transit ifs cih,,Jen ,ivi a trip Is made, and

(2) a model to predict the spatial trip desircs of potential riders. In the

initial implementation of this routing mode.l, the two-dimensional logistic
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model was chosen as the primary probability model and the opportunity and

extended opportunity models were chosen as the most promising predictors of

spatial trip desires.

Currently MIT is engaged in basic research on demand theory, and hope-

fully superior models will result from this research.

3. Suffiiently small analysis zones to enable the model to be

sensitive to route location within the city: Considering every individual

separately could become very expensive. For example, if a community had

only 10,000 people and each one had to be interviewed separately, then,

based upLs a mi,-imum estimate for the cost of a lhon,e itteCr.icw survey,

it would cost $100,000 for the interviews alone. To cut d¢m.e on this

expense (as per Criterion 1) it is necessary to divide the community into

analysis zones and within the zcnes, group together people writfh similar

characteristics.

Another reason for having analysis zones is that one possible source

of data is the United States Census. The Census Bureau will not divulge

information about individual households because it must protect an

individual's right to privacy.

Analysis zones are necessary but they cannot bec too large. In a
55

study in Madison, Wisconsin, Fleet and Rclinson found L}. t larger

aggregation causes more informration to be lost. In fact, in their study

80% of the variation in socio-economic data was within zones and 20%

between zones. Furthermore, demand for tran:;it is tiglally ::clsitive to

walking distance and using large zones can obscure explicit calculation of

11



individual walking distances. Hopefully, such loss. of information can

be minimized by LIdentifying homogeneous subgro,ps within small zone:.

How small should the zones be? Analysis of small zones requires more

detailed data and many more calculations , hence there is a tradeoff

between accuracy and cost.

The routing model is designed to accept zones of any size; but an

initial estim.Lte of the optimal zone size is four square blocks. A

field test of the routing model is necessary to verify if this is a proper

choice. Hopefully, zones this size will enable the routing model to be

sensitive to the location of a route with respect to people and activity
58

centers, and with respect to walking distance . If the model proves

sensitive enough, it will be able to differentiate between alternative

bus routes (Criterion 3).

4,- Interac: ive computer model on a time-sharing system: One of

the fundamental criteria is that the model must be acceptable to the

decision ..iaker. (Criterion 8). To be acceptable, it must be simple to

use and easy to communicate with. Many rejpetitive calculations can

overwhelm a manual -rocedure and obc,!c-ec the basic process,

but a computer can quickly do complex repetitive calculations and

thus leave the model user free for more iportant tasks.

An interactive computer program enables a previously inexperienced

user to control model calculations even if he does not completely under-

stand them. He need only to interact with the model on a level he finds

convenient. Default options enable the non-technical user to ignore any

complications he finds unnecessary, but enable the technical user to com-

pletely control all aspects of the model.

An interactive comuter progrnn is also easy to communicate with.

A decision maker can very quickly ;et estimates of tihe results of his

decisions. Based on these estimates, lie can then alter his decision

and try again or proceed to te next phase in his decision process.

In suimmary, an interactive conmputer model is more acceptable to a

decision maker because it is simple to uderstand, easy to use, and easy

to communicate with.

12



5. Two-phase model usace: Sonic tasks anecessary to the prediction of

the impacts of :o3uting decisions require an cxperiencced analyst and need

only be done o.e. Initial data acquisition and input, choice of demand

model, calibration and parameter choice, and instruction of the dec.sion

maker are all tasks that require the experience and technical competence

of a trained analyst. But once these tasks are completed, the model can

be turned over to the decision maker who will then use it as an aid to

making routing decisions.

A stratification of model usa:e into initialization and actual

usage is more efficient (Criterion 12) and enables the model to be more

accurate without becoming more difficult for the decision maker to use.

It is more efficient because some calculations, such as estimation of trip

desires 5 9 , need only be made once. They can be stored on nmagnetic tape

or disk storage and can be quickly read instead of recalculated each time

they are needed. The routing model appars simpler to the decision

-.aker because he need not concern himself with the details of the neces-

sary, more comprehensive analysis which is dlone by a trained analyst.

6. Modular subprrrams: lodulnr subprogcaTns enable the. model to

be flexible (Criterion 11) and sensitive to varying co-ditiolLs (Criterion

4). The interactive program presents the analyst (or even the decision

maker) with a choice of a variety of subprograms for many of the com-

ponents of the routing model. Or, if he wishes, he can substitute his

own subprogram for any of the components.

This modularization makes possible two-phase model usage and allows

·for eventual incorporation of an eqtililbriu n model or other extensions.

If changes in demand theory result in superior denmnd models, then those

models could be encodcd and added as options.

Since both simple and complex mnodels: will eventually 1,e added, an

analyst can choose the model that i best suited for ls.e comnit.nlty under

study and the data available. FurliAcr,,or , t uer will lhav. a choice

between complete output, or abridlged vcrions. 1les .rLe hut an indication

of the flexibility afforded through the use of modular slprograms.

13



60a
7, Programn cencodcd in !'!,/I: Michine lanlguage or assembler

language has the potential to' be more efficient, but higlher level lan-

guage such as PL/I are much easier to understand and use. Ease of use

is an important criterion and thile model should be asy to use for the

analyst (phase I) as well as for the decision maker (phase II). New

models and other extensions are more likely to be tried if they do not

require working with assembler or machine langelage.

PL/I is as easy to learn as other higher level languages (e.g.

FORTRAN) but is much more flexible. "A beginner can take advantage

of the many automatic features of the language to do much of his work

for him. An experienced progralmuer c use PL/I to specify almost
60b

every detail of every step of a highly :ompl.lted program. " But the

primary reason for choosing PL/I is that it allows tree-structures which

make data handling much more convenient. Unfortunately it is an IBME lan-

guage and is not yet available on all machines, though this is gradually

changing.

8. Low cost of cmuter package: Criterion 1 states tha-. the

routing model must be illexpensive to use. One major expense is the cst of

computation; thus every effort should be made to keep t:hat cost as lowi

as possible. The program described in Part II costs less than ten dollars

per run. This represents a single test with phase II, i.e. the portion

of the program run each time a route is tested.

9. Concentrate on Celsus Data bec:xise it is easily accessible but

adapt to make maxi.la use of other existinx data: As discussed in section

2.1.2 (Criterion 2), data collection cl becolme very epensive. Hor.e

interview surveys cost at least $10 per hlousehold in 1963 and can be

expected to cost more than that now. Postcard surveys, cardon-counts,

and revenue counts collect data on current users hbut not on potential

users.
62

An alternative source of data is the U.S. Census . Census data is

very inexpensive. For example, 31. reel; of ma;gnetic tape, which cost only

$60/reel, contain all the census data on the state of Kentucky; 2054

reels contain all the data on the lnitcd St;ttcs. hIandling costs are

14



reduced because the data is already on magnetic tape.

During the design of this routing model, an extensive investigation 6 3

was made of census data and it was found to be a potentially feasible

data source if certain problems can be overcome.

Sometimes a community has data available that is more extensive,

more complete, or more transportation-oriented than census data. Modular

subprograms make it possible to choose demand models that increase the

accuracy of the model by including such data. One likely form of

"extra" data is ridership counts on an existing bus network. Such rider-
64

ship counts would prove useful in the calibration phase of model usage.

In short, if census data is the only data available, the model can

make predictions based on it, but the model will make use of other data

if it is readily available.

1.3 Summary

Section 1.1 examined the special problem of planning routes for

conventional buses in small communities and developed a set of criteria;.

These criteria were then used by section 1.2 to formulate model features

which lay a foundation for the development of the routing model.

Part II postulates the routing model and describes the usage costs

incurred by the "route-testing phase" of the model.
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PART II

THE ROUTING MODEL

2.1 Description of the Model

The model proposed in this section is to be used to aid a decision

maker plan routes for small communities. Once the model is initialized,

the decision maker can simply test a route by inputting a series of bus

stops and/or certain operating charactcristics. Given this information,

the model will predict cost and revenue estimates, patror:U.rn estimates, and

level of service estimates for the entire route or for an zone or

population subgroup.

The model is a short-run planning modcl, that is, it predicts the

impacts of bus systems given the current- characteristics of the community

and its people. It does not attempt to model long-term population shifts

or activity system changes. It observes ttlhe activity systemii and its

effects on the demand for bus service, but it does not ,ocel bost a bus

system might cause changes in the activity system.

Thc model includes six components. lt7o compocents, the model of

the city and the desire prediction algorithm are part of the iniiialization

phase of model use. (Two-phase model use is described ill Part I.)

The analy -t accumulates and inputs data to those models which provide a

mathematical description of the city for the second phase of the model.

Tlec route testing phase also contains two components, route examination/

deman; prediction, and equilibrium model/sunmnary. The decision maker inter-

acts direcly with this phase of the model which perfornls the simulation

of the route.

Finally there is the output component and the human feedback loop.

The loop is included simply as an indication that the decision maker will

want to improve his route choice based upon the results of the route test.

16



Table 1 summarizes the exogenous, control, state, and "other endogenous"

variables of the model. Figure 1 is a representation of how the various

components interact.

2.1.1 List of the Components of the Routing Model.

1. Model of the city. Initialization

2. Desire prediction algorithm. Phase

3. Route examination/der-mand prediction. Route Testing

4. Equilibrium model/'-ummary. J Phase

5. Output.

(6. Human feedback loop.)

2.1.2 Initialization Components

2.1.2.1 Model of the City

In preparation for use of the model, the analyst must identify the

potential bus network and divide the city into analysis zones.

He must identify feasible bus stops and the streets capable of

supporting a bus route. (He must consider technical feasibility, i.e. is

the street wide enough, but he may also consider political feasibility,

i.e. is a certain bus route unacceptable to the community.)

He defines a coordinate system and assigns coordinatec to the bus

stops and/or measures the trave-l titwes along links connecting adjacent

bus stops.

He then divides the city into analysis zones nking a reasonable

effort to define the zones such that no zone contains more than one

feasible "bus stop'.'. Zones chosen in tlis fas'hion are very sensitive to

route location.

(One fea:;ible bus stop means one location within the city at which

a bus can stop to ake on or let off p ..issengers. In the case of

17



Exogenous Variables

location of the people
characteristics of the people

(income, age, sex, etc.)
location and type of activity center
street network
permissible streets and bus stops

(political and technological
reasons)

speed on street network

parking charges
access time to automobile

time of day, day of vweck, season of

the year
maintenance, fuel, etc. costs of bus

(per mile'costs)
overhead charges for bus system
direct cost per mile of auto;:obile

travel
overhead' cost of auto:mobile

tastes and preferences of the people

predisposition to one mode or the other

State Variables

route ocati on
fare
frequency (in each time

period)
driver's wage

headway distribution at

dispatch point.

Otlt(er nit c:, Variables

wait time for bus
walking distance (origin

and destination)
travel time by bus (line

haul and total)
cost to user of bus
cost to user of automobile
demand for bus route

cost to operator of bus route

(marginal, net, and total)
travel times and costs for

other modes

desire for trlavel

proiahility of choosing bus

simple level. ot service

estimates for transpor-
tation system

bus hours rquired by route
bus miles required by route

Table I

List of Variables in t Routing Medel

coitrol Vriable,;
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intersecting streets, the four corners are not considered unique bu

stops. In fact, one feasible "bus stop" cnri ::: rve more than one rout

if those routes intersect at that bus stop.)

Having done this, he prepares a map, similar to Figure 2, which will

help the decision maker visualize much of this information and eable him

to use his pattern recognition ability an. intuition to au:;,.:ent any pre-

dictions from the computer.

Now, the analyst must obtain the census data (or any other available

relevant data) describing the location and characteristics of the pcpu-

lation, and data, perhaps from the Charmber of Corrnerce, describing the

location and type of trip generators. (Trip generator-: are activity

centers which people visit, such as Hlospitals, shopping cnters, schools,

or factories.) The interactive nature of the program makes it easy for

him to input this data. For example:

Computer:

User:

Computer:

Computer:

Computer:

Computer:

Computer:

User:

Computer:
I

Input the number of zones.

16

In: t the coordinates of the zonal centroid and the area

of the zone in the form: x(i), y(i), are,(i).

Zone 1 (user:) 16, 6, 28.3

Zone 2 (user:) 17, 29, 64.5

Zone 16 (user:) 6, 103, 12.4

How many population subgroups are in each zone?

2

Input the population of the su!groups for each zone in the

form: population (i, 1), population (i, 2). (etc.)

Finally, the analyst inputs crt tin infor:u.ation, if i.t i:: available,

that describes a current tran1:it system, a taxi systaem, or a dial-a-ride

system. The model can proceed WiLthout such information, but if available

it enhances model accuracy.

Once the data is entered, the computer gives the analyst a choice of

using previou ly encoded demand models or of using any special model he

wishes to encode. Most demand models have parameters wrlich must be set.

20
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If the chosen model recuires any, the co:;putcr asks for thlei or for in-

formation that will enable it' to calcul].t thenm.

As described above, t,e main task of the model of the city is to

store data describing the city. It also makes some si: !le hcur -tic

interzonal level of service estimates based upon the input data. These

data and estimates are stored in disk mc:.ory or magnetic tape so as to

be readily available to both the desire prediction algorithm and the

route testing phase.

2.1.2.2 Desire Prediction Aloritlhm

Given population characteristics, including their locations, the

relative locations of trip generators, the street network, and relative

and absolute interzonal level of service estimates, this all;orithm pre-

dicts specific desires for travel and relpresents this information in the

form of a desire matrix (see Figi-re 3). The elements of this matrix are

proportional to the number of peo le in oe n, of populat .,n subgroup p,

who wish to go to trip generator of cla.s 1, in zone m. (An example of a

population subgroup might be peo'le who ,ave an income less than $4,000

per year, own no car, and are c;- i y.d iaborers. An eai- ple of a class

of trip generators might be department stores.) 'ltis algoritman is not

exactly a trip generation model because t tries to estiiwtte desires for

trips, not actual trips. Whether the trips are actually inade depends

upon the level of service offered by the transportation system.

Note that this algorithm estimates where people want to go. A

later component decides if and how they travel. This is not an exact

modelling of human behavior; people :h ,iot. ti;;ually mrake two-part travel

decisions. The two-part model structurt: partially violates the criteria

of behl.vioral assumptions, -but the t;i, in efficiency and in ease of use

for the decision maker more than off.t 1;( lc:ss in model causality. A

field test of the model will determiiic iJ this two-st:ep process can ac-

curately model travel demand for Iu; rilutc.

Ideally, the desire model should dctid uponl the rel;,tJve and absolute

level of service estimates fron the origiln oon to all destination zones;

it should contain different paraietr:., r acti populdirn subgroup,

22



trip gener; ::or class, time of day, day of wtc'{,,,;ll, 't::;ol o(f tI ycar.

The degree to which these goals are satisfiled dicpCnI.: ,to, Ith, chloices

made by the analyst.

ORIGINS DESTINATIONS

' x Zone 1 Zolc 2 Zone N

x1 2 . . . K 1 2 . . 2 . . . K
zone 1, subgroup 1 d,,_ - 'KN

subgroup 2

subgroup p

zone 2, subgroup 1
subgroup 2 

· i dnilmI dn. ^ui
* I.MLI)Y~·JU

O .LU6LI. J .J f

· i'

zone N, subgroup 1
subgreup 2

subgoup 
subgroup p{

LdNp -- dNPNd Npf 11. . . . . "d'K

Figure 3

Desire Mlat-i 

Eventually the analyst will be ivtl oa Iclie of jtnry desire

generation models, but in this researclh ffort ,,i- bas b ,en completely

developed. Preliminary research fvor!: .;ittcl- lct ihtt rvnin g oppor-

tunities model 3 or the extended oppoltutity .i.de]i Both of these models
are described in Appendix 2.
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21.3 Route Testing Phas,

Unlike phase I which is activated just once, the route testing

phase is activated each time a route is tested. It asks the decision

maker to input the route and operating characteristics. Then it uses

the mathematical .representation of the community to pedict cost,

revenue, patrorn.nge, and level of service for the entire ro',ite or for

any zone or population subgroup.

This phase consists of two components, route exai -.tion/demand

prediction and equilibrium model/sumnary.

2.1.3.1 Route Examination/Demland Prediction

The route examination/demand prcdiction component 6 is the core of

the routing model because it actually 1pidicts the impacts of specific

bus routes. This prediction requires many tasks and is composed of

five subcomponents. (See Figure 4.) The nodel user has a choice f a

variety of options and a variety of derand nmodels for m;,liy of the sub-

components.

The input subcomponent requests information in sir:ple form fom

the decision maker.. He is to imput the specific bus route as a series

of bus stops. (Express routes are input as a series of local bus stops

with a no-board restriction on the local stops..) He can also set

operating characteristics such as fare, frequency, and driver's wage.

Eventually he will be able to choose a headway distributLion at the dis-

patch point.

ThIE zone-to-bus stop .:!L ':jlT,: t liv'bor;l()(i ' traces the routc

through the city and decid, .l1hich ol,,:,; arc ac, !lly ;rvcd, which bus

stop serves those zones, and how far a person mus; w. k to that bus

stop. This step drastically reduces te number of calculiLions necessary

for prediction. 7
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The level of service sulcomponcnt pre'dicts the wait time and travel

time a person will experience if he uses the route. i tfc..t estimates are

made for each combination of zones served bly the route.

The probability estima; :on Sll!:c(norn: 't is te ltc,irt of the route

examination/demand prediction com;ponent. For eac, colmlbnation of origin

zon(-, population subgroup, trip em'LOti'Lo toLype. ar.1 dc,;tfination ::one, it

predicts the probability that a persoi of that sbroitp ;ill use tiLe bus

route under test to make that particular trip. Tht dcmiand model a:' its

parameters used in this estimation will have been cosei in the intital-

ization phase, but the decision maker can change them if he so desires.

(Appendix 1 describes the primary demand model used in this

subcomponent.)

Finally, the xpected value/G-Dl,L 't.'ix s~ciponeaLt ses the proba-

bilities and the desire coefficic',its to produce an ori;:.n-destination

matrix (O-D matrix). The elements of lis matrix, Ji. are the expected

value of the number of people who -:1 uIse t.he route to travel from bus

stop- i to bus etop j, for all i ad (see figure 5). This value is sim-

ply a sum over all origin zones near bus stop i, all destination zones

near bus stop J, all population subgroups, and all trip generator classes.

The elements of the sum are the product of the desire coefficient and the

probability that that trip will be made by the route under test. That is:

If: Si = the set of zones :ithin w-zalking distasce of bus stop i.

Sj a the set of zones within walking distancre of bus stop j.

dnpkn = the desire coefficient (see Figure 3).

P(u,p,k,m) = the pro;Lability Lltat a person in zoe ,it, of population

subgroup p, will use the route under test if he is making

a trip to trip generator of class k, i zone m.

Then:

Aij 5 5~ E > > d 1 plg,,m * P(n,p,k,tn) (2.1)

S; p ;

2 6
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stop

S

A,,

Destination 1ils stop

.,r 1

S
;1

i

i

A ij = expected value of te number of people
who will d:,i te bus route to travel
from bus stop i to bus stop j.

Figure 5

Bus St.op-to-Bvus Stop

Origin-D'estiIlIa ioil Matrix
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2.1.3.2 Equilibrium Model/Summary

Although the equilibrium model has not been encoded, the model

is structured to allow it to be easily included, and if included, to

allow the user to choose whether or not to use it.

The equilibrium model c i' s iie i.nteraction .of supply and

demna.l. An initil O-D .atri' a initial level of se;-vice estimat:es

are produced by the route e~.:.,inatioo/d,;;:, ld prediction component.
8

Given the-se, tLhe equilii.rium noi)c l ,i:es Kulasl.'s single route model to

simulate the route to o'. ain more accurate etimates of travel time, wait

time, and crowding conditions. ese estii.iites are used to update the

patronage estimates. This process is continued until equilibrium or

near-equilibrium9 is reached

Thie surmary program is necessary because the decision mater r: y not

wist to know the detailed predictions of the model. lie m-ty feel that

ce'-,:ain aggregated sunrmaries a si.mp` .r to ue an! f;ufficicnt aids to

his decision process. The suan-,rry progran collates estirvtes from the

route examination/demand prediction co.., onent to rod:!:.e these summaries.

For example, if the decision maker wats to Imnow how many people of zone

n used the route, then that number, N, is calculate; tILtS:

N - T E dnpkm* P(n,p,k,m) (2.2)

One important summary the dec, .;ion maker will want is the cost of

operating the route. The summary program uses the patronage and running

time estimates along with roate distance estimates to predict cost and

revenue for the route. Certain cost components, for example the cost of

fuel per mile, are set in the initialization phase but can be reset by

the decision maker in this phase. This option is use fl for testing

certain cost sensitivities, e.g. the s t.3itivity of co;t Lo driver's

wage.
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2.1.4 Output and Human Feedback Loop

The output phase allows the decision maker to choose which summaries

he wants and provides him with the option of having only summaries

printed out on the teletypewriter and all the detailed calculations

printed out on the high speed printer.

Human feedback loop: The decision maker examines the summaries and

based on them he makes a judgment as to how "good" the route is. If he

iS not satisfied with the route he can alter it and test the new version.

The routing model does not plan routes, it simply provides the decision

maker with information on which to base his decisions. If he so desires,

he can examine the detailed printout (from the high speed printer) at

his leisure and check decisions he made based upon the summaries.

2.1.5 Summary of the Routing Model

Figure 6 indicates the sphere of influence and responsibility of

the decision maker and analyst.

2.2 Usage Costs

The basic structure of the route testing phase of the routing model

was developed in detail and encoded as an interactive computer program.

This gave an indication of how the complete development of that

component and of the other components should proceed as well as indicated the

feasibility, complexity, and cost of the complete model.

Only usage costs are described here. For a more complete description

of the trial encodement and of data and calibration techniques, please see

,"An Efficient Method to Predict the Impacts of Operating Decisions for

Conventional Bus Systems," 9 a by John Hauser.

The trial encodement was developed on the Multics1 0 system, a general

purpose time sharing system developed at MIT's Project MAC on a GE-645.

The costs discussed in this section are dependent upon the system used.

If further work is done on a different system, then future costs may

differ.
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2.2..1 Usage Cost for the Trial EIticudctcnt

The trial encodement is very flexille; usage costs depend upon

the route and city being tested and the options choo:er to test them.

The total cost of one run of the program can be divided into a fixed

charge and a variable charge.

The fixed charge, which is about 34 cents per run, is the result

of program overhead charges such as interrogation of the user and the

cost and summary programs. It varies somewhat depending upon the state

of the Multics system and upon the extent of l9e user interaction, but

these variations are usually not significant.

The variable cost can be expected to be dependent utpon the size

of the city, the size of the bus route, and cpon the particular demand

models.

A single demand calculation is made for each onial interaction.

The complexity of that calculation del,elds ,pon the particular demand

model chosen. Cost is proportional to the number of zonal interactions.

The size of the city and the size of the bus route effect usage cost

by determining the number of zones wtlJichl must be clsideled for each

route test, that is, by determining the Jitmnler of ones which are within

walking distance of the route.

The number of zonal interactions are calculated as follows:

If Si - the set of all zones within walking distance of bus stop i

ItSil - number of zones in S i

z - total number of zones within walking distance of the route

s = total number of stops

n - total number of zonal iute'racLiois

Then

- 1f1 K_)si I (2.3)

Z ' ( Si il (2.4)

(note Si sj if i / j)
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-- (number of zones within walking distance of
iL 

stop i) * (number of zones within walkinp

distance of the rest of the route)

((I Si l ) (z - 11 Sill )

2
{ Si 2

( ,si I

If the number of zones within walking distance of each bus stop is

approximately equal for all bus stops, then:

*11si ll

,S I

z/s

01 z2/s

2
n ,x. z (1- /s) (2.9a)

2
n '' z (s 'large')

Equation 5.6 can also be derived by considering 11 Sill a random

variable and assuming its variance is small. In fact, if 'var' is the

sample variance for I Si Ij then:

2(1/-(S1) vr/n1= (1- ifs- (s- 1) var/z2)

A number of tests were conducted using the trial encodement. These

tests indicated that usage costs of the trial encodement could be

approximated by:13

c ' .34 + .0037n

c .34 + .0024n

(with logit)

14
(without logit)
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where c the dollar cost of a single route test

n total number:of zona t interactions (as calculated

by equation 2.6)

2.2.2 Estimated Usage Costs in a Real Community

In a real world application of the routing model there will be

two costs involved: an initialization cost associated with phase I and

a marginal cost associated with phase II. Because phase I is not yet

developed, it is difficult at this time to make an accurate initial-

kiation cost estimate. Hopefully the initialization cost will not

represent significantly more than 50%/ of the total model costs. The

marginal co.st of a single route test with phase II can be more accurately

estimated. The trial encodement contains most of the structure of

phase II and its costs can be used as an indicator of phase II costs.

The cost equation, equation 2.11, for the trial encodement tends to

overestimate the variable cost for a real world application. Future

savings will result due to elimination of inefficiencies in the sub-

stitute phase I and in the PL/I code. Although simple, the substitute

phase I models do add to the variable cost of each run because the

desire model and most of the level of service models must be used for

each zonal interaction. A realistic phase I will determine these

values before the route test, thus enabling phase II to reference

rather than calculate these values for each zonal interaction. Also,

the final version of phase II will be a "production" model, that is,

every attempt will be made to use as efficient a PL/I code as possible.

The fixed cost might decrease because the final model will be a

"production" model or it might increase because the uscr will be given

a wider range of alternatives. In either case, it is doubtful that

the change will be very significant as compared to thle variable cost.

Examination of table 2 reveals that in most cases the effect of the

variable cost is dominant.
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Number of Zones

16

25

50

100

200

400

Fixed Cost

$ .34

.34

.34

.34

.34

.34

Variable Cost

$ .95

Total Cost

$ 1.29

2.31

9.25

37.00

148.00

592.00 

2.65

9.59

37.34

148.34

592.34

Table 2

Variable and Fixed Usage Costs

for the Trial EncoJ~:,rent

Equation 2.lmakes an excellent conservative indicator of phase II

costs if the number of zonal interactions are known. If the number of

zonal interactions is not explicitly known, then another approach can be

taken. Equation 2.9 reveals that the number of zonal interactions can

be approximated by the square of the number of zones within walking

distance, i.e. z , and equation 2.6 reveals that 72 is an upper bound to

the number of zonal interactions. lThus e2quation 2.12 can be used as a

simple conservative indicator of phase I costs.

cost - .34 + .0037 z2 (in dollars)

If zones are chosen to be about the size of a census block group
15

(population about 1000 each) or ~;,r.wl,:'[ 'i:aler, thii: , realistic

34
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estimate for the number of zones is about 10d 6. If all zones need be

considered for each route test, then it would cost almost forty dollars

(using equation 2.12, for each test, but if only one-quarter () of the

city is within walking distance of the route, then the model costs less

than three dollars per test. 0(f the maximum walking distance

is chosen wisely and realistically, then it is reasonable to as-

sume that no more than one-quarter of the zones of a community will be

within walking distance of any one bus stop.)

One component of phase II which has not yet been discussed is the

equilibrium model. Part I indicated that the effect of demand feed-

back on supply is usually negligible for single bus routes because bus

routes are rarely used to capacity. Still, an optional supply-demand

equilibrium model should be included in the routing model so that

equilibrium effects could be tested if necessary.
17

The best existing single route simulation model is Kulash's , which

costs about two dollars per run. Use of that model coupled with a demand

updating component similar to the trial encodement would result in a

cost of about four to five dollars per iteration. Depending upon the

number of iterations required, this implies that the equilibrium model

might cost ten or even twenty dollars per route test.

2.2.3 Usage Cost Summary

The cost of one run of the trial encodement consists of a fixed

overhead cost of about $.34 and a variable cost of about $.0037 per

zonal interaction.

Based upon the results of the trial encodement, an estimate for

the marginal cost of each route test using the completed model will be

about $10 to $20 with the equilibrium model and about $2 to $3 if it is

not necessary. The latter case, $2 to $3, is the more probable case.
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2.3 Conclusion

Many previous models have been developed to aid in the complex

process of planning bus routes. The routing model designed in this

thesis is important because in selecting criteria and designing the

model, not just the technological problems of route design were con-

sidered, but also the problems of the cost of the model, data availability,

and interaction with the decision maker.

The routing model is specially designed to effectively utilize the

talents of a trained analyst and an experienced decision maker and it

is specially designed for small communities. It is designed to be

inexpensive and to use as little data as possible and it does not assume

exogenous demand.

The routing model, once completely developed, will be unprecedented

in its ability to examine route location within a comrrunity and effective-

ly communicate predictions about the impacts of routing and operating

decisions to those who actually make tlhe decisions.

Finally, in the course of model design, two new demand models have

been formulated: the alternative logit model for probability estimation

or modal split calculations, and the extended opportunities model for

desire prediction or trip generation.
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APPENDIX I

AN ALTERNATIVE FORMULATION OF THE DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION

FOR THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL LOGISTIC MODEL

This appendix briefly describes the primary demand model used in the

probability estimation component of the routing model. Another model,

the walk distance decay model, which is simply a monotonic decreasing

function of walk distance is also currently available to the user of the

routing model.

The basic logistic model is a disaggregate behavioral choice model

which compares two modes, in this case bus versus all other modes. First

a discriminant function is computed based upon the level of service offered

by both modes, the characteristics of the people, and assumptions about how

the behave. Then with the help of Bayes' Theorem, the discriminant function

is transformed into a probability function to represent the probability

that a person will choose one of tile two modes. How this is done is best

illustrated by the following example.

Consider only two modes, bus and automobile, and assume that the only

quantities of interest are the travel tine and travel cost of the two

modes.

The most common discriminant function is a simple linear function which

assumes that travel time has a constant monetary value and that a consumer

favors the least cost mode on the basis of the cost difference. That is:

Z a k(ta" tb) + bpk(Ca Cb) (Al.1)

where

apk, bpk = constants dependent upon population and trip generator class

.cb =-Cost of bus

Ca = cost of automobile

tb - time by bus

ta - time by automobile

apk/bpk W value of time

A .



The discriminant function call be t:r;ll.f1ohi'ed1 to produce the

probability that an individual will c(!,,o;c to r ide the us given

his characteristics and giveii the l.cve of s cr'vice offered by both

modes. That'.is'

if P(bus) = probability of choosing hus

P(auto) = probability of choosing automobile

then P(bus) =

P(auto) =

eZ

1 + eZ

1 - P(bus)

= 1

l+e4

If bus is a very superior mode, ten almrost everyone chooses bus;

if automobiles are a far superior node, theu almost no one ciooses bus,

and if the two modes are equal, then people are indifferent between them.

That is:

bus superior

auto superior

equal

ta > ) tb

Ca ) > Cb

ta L tb

Ca < c b

ta = t b

Ca - Cb

Z C: oo

z -+ O

Z = 

implies P(bus) -- 1

implies P(bus] -- O0

implies P(bus) = ½

A2?

(A1.2)

(A1.3)



Al. 1 An Alternative Discriminant Functiol flor te Logistic Model

The linear discriminant function asstLcs iat Ih)( consumer favors

the least cost mode on the basis of the cost (and llt vr of time) dif-

ference. This is a reasonable assumption an6t it allows for a relatively

simple value of time calculation.

But consider the following eiple:

Case 1: bus time = 1 minute, automobile time -- 5 minutes

Case 2: bus time = 50 minutes, autoliolvib tine -- 54 minutes

In the first case there is a 500' diff-c'( .,c e atif i the second case

only an 8% difference in travel time. it i. (dlotltf(ll ;1,;,t ae consumer will

treat these two cases identically, but the lii.,r dli! .-, i;niTtlt function

does.

An alternative form is to use ratio,:.. i..:

Z2 a(2)pk ta + b. (A) .2 pk: (A1.4)
tb C,

This functional form is sensitive to perccl-tal: chr',,:c. hft does not allow

an explicit value of time calculation no: ij; iL ;ertsl:ive to absolute

differences. Consider the following example:

Case 3: · bus time = 1 minute, automnobile Lime =- 2 minutes

Case 4: bus time = 30 minutes, automobile tinme 60 minutes

Again, it is doubtful that a consumer will treat these two cases identically,

but the ratio discriminant function c.oes.

One compromise between the linear and ratio functions is to consider

the absolute difference divided by the average. That is:

Z3 = a (3 ) ta - tb (3)a - Cb

(ta + tb) / 2 (Ca + cb) / 2

(A1.5)

A3



Unfortunately, this function does not allow an explicit calculation of the

value of time and it suffers from the same fault as does the ratio

function, i.e. it considers Cases 3 and 4 to be identical.

Another compromise is to assume that a linear additive function

represents the disutility a consumer places on each mode. That is:

Ub = apkbtb + bpkbcb (A.6a)

ua = apkata + bpkaCa (A1.6b)

where apkb, bpkb, apka, bpka are constants.

Then assume that he favors the least "cost" mode o the basis of the

relative difference in utility. That is:

Z4 = k (Ua - ub)

(Ua + Ub) / 2
(A1.7)

k = constant

In the special case of all other costs being zero, this function

treats Cases 3 and 4 the same way as does Z2 or Z3. But if all other

Costs are not zero, then it is sensitive to both relative and absolute

differences. (See Table Al.1 for one example.) Furthermore, it allows an

explicit calculation of the value of time for each mode.

Equation A1.7 might be a useful representation of how a consumer

behaves, but before one can comment upon its usefulness, it is neces-

sary to check the plausibility of its implied elasticities with an

analytic sensitivity analysis and its classification powers with a field

test.
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A1.2 Elasticity Analysis of the Alternative Logistic Formulation

An elasticity is a dimensionless quantity which represents

the percentage change of a dependent variable with respect to a percentage

change of an independent variable. Given the functional form of a model,

it is possible to analytically compute the various elasticities and then

examine their implications to determine if any counter-intuitive results

are implied. Any strong counter-intuitive results could form the basis

for rejecting a model.

The dependent variable in the log;t model is the pr',hbTility of

choosing transit (or automobile), and the independent variables are the

various forms in the linear disutility functions. For c:ramrple, the

elasticity with respect to travel time is:

Ett = 7. change in probability of choosing transit
% change in travel time

I % change in P(n, p, k, m) (A1.8)

% change in t

T t P

The form for the postulated disutility function is an additive linear

form in the level of service variables (parameterized by characteristic

variables). There is a symmetry which can be exploited to save calcu-

lations, i.e., once the elasticity is computed for one of the level of
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service variables, say travel timn, tlhcn to compute t lasticity for

another level of service variable, ;ary wait time, just interclaTgc ravel

time with wait time and the travel t:i:ne constant with tice wait time

constant. Thus the following coi,pmtatiolls will just compute the elastici-

ties with respect to travel time, t. For.simplicity of notation, all

other level of service variables will be lumped into a "cost" factor, c.

Furthermore, there is a symmetry between automobile and transit which

can be exploited.

If G Ua - Ub (A9)

(Ua + ub) / 2

then P(bus) = eKG (Al.10)
1 + eKG

P(auto) = 1 - P(bus)

1. + e G

-KG
= e

1+ e (Al.11)

thus

P(auto) eKG' (Al. 12)
1 + e'

where G' - -G - Ub ua (Al.13)

Thus, any results for automobile elasticities will be analogous to

the results for transit elasticities; therefore, for simplicity, this

appendix will compute only the elasticities for transit.

Finally, without loss of generality, the travel "cost" constant for

both modes can be set equal to 1.0.
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A1.2. Calculation of Elasticity

The following notation will be used:

P(') = probability of choosing transit

G - discriminant function

Ua = disutility of automobile

Ub ". disutility of bus

ta = travel time by automobile

tb = travel time by bus

Ca = "cost" for automobile

Cb = "cost" for bus

va - "value of time" for automobile

Vb - "value of time" for bus

K,Ka,Kb - constants

E - elasticity of the probability of choosing transit

with respect to travel time by transit

P = eKG (A1.14)
i + eKG

G = ua _ Ub (A1.15)
(ua + ') / 2

Ua - Ra + Vata +C a (Al.16a)

Ub = Kb + Vbtb + b (Al.16b)

E * P -tb (A1.17)
tb *3P

Doing the necessary calculations:

a P _p * G * : Ub

-,tb ( G ub O tb
(A1.18)

1: ( -; "'b-~~ )w lt !ti
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P = KCKG -2Ua * Vb (Al.19)

tb (1 + eG) (Ua Ub)

E = < P . tb (Al.8)

tb P

auto share

E 2Kvbtb ua (A1.20)
(Ua + b) 1 +

Equation A1.20 is a rather complex expression, but it does imply

that, as expected, an increase in travel time by bus results in a decrease

in the probability that bus is chosen, (negative elasticity). To further

examine the.implications of equation A1.201 it is helpful to identify four

special cases and interpret them. The special cases are:

case 1: equal share (ua = ub)

case 2: bus dominates (ua >) ub)

case 3: auto dominates (ub i) ua)

case 4: scale dependence of utilities (ua -: kua, b- kub)

A1.2.2 Special Case 1: Equal Share (u, = ub)

In this case, riders are indifferent between the two modes, thus the

discriminant function is zero, G = 0, and the probability of choosing bus

is one-half, P(bus) = i. Applying these values to equation A1.20 gives

the following:

E1 = -K Vbtb (A1.21)

4 Vbtb + cb + b

This implies that the elasticity (sensitivity) of the probability

of choosing transit with respect to transit travel time is proportional

to the share that the "value" of travel time, vbtb, holds in the disutil-

ity function. This is reasonable because it implies that the larger the

value of time, the more sensitivc passcngers are to travel time.
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Equation A1.21 also implies that: the elasticity at the equal share

point is proportional to the scaling factor, K. This means that the

larger K is, the more sensitive the probability is with respect to the

disutility functions. (See Figure A.1) .

In summnary, the elasticities in the equal share case imply intui-

tive interpretations.

A1.2.3 Special Case 2: Bus Dominates (Ua )) Ub)

In this case, the disutility of automobile is much greater than the

disutility for bus, thus people should strongly prefer bus and the proba-

bility of choosing bus should approach 1.0. The probability of choosing

bus when bus dominates is:

ua >) b implies G = ua -Ub 2

(ua + ub) 2

2K
P(bus) - e (A1.22)

1+ ezK

P(bus) can be made to approach 1.0 arbitrarily close by choosing a

large enough value of K. For any finite value of K there is a finite

residual which represents those loyalists who will drive an automobile

no matter how costly or time consuming it is.

Applying the criteria ua>) ub to equation A1.20 gives

E2 = -2KVbtb , 1 (A1.23a)

Ua 1 + eK

E2 = -2K Vbtb * auto share2 . (A1.23b)
Ua

note: ua ') Ub > Vbtb

Equation Al. 23 implies that if the disutility of automobile is so bad

that the transit share dominates, then it takes a major increase in travel

time by bus to cause transit to lose a significant percentage of its

ridership. The proportionality to automobile share indicates that becau;se
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auto share is small, transit share is large, and :ny ca;rng- in transit

share will be a small percentage change.

Thus, the elasticities in the case of transit donmJnance imply intuitive

interpretations.

A1.2,4 Special Case 3: Auto Dominates (Ub ) ua)

This case is similar to the bus dominance case, btt in this case the

disutility of transit is wmuch greater than the dis;utility of automobile;

thus people should strongly prefer automobile ad he loI, ability of

choosing bus should approach 0.0. 'The probability rf (Ioo<iii,g bus when

auto dominates is:

P(bus) e-2K (A1.24)

1 + e-2K

P(bus) can be made to approach zero ar1it-r.;iv c(1ls(e tl, choosing a

large value of K. For any finite K, there is a finiti ,esidal who will

choose bus no matter how bad it gets. This may represeL it-ansit buffs or

captive riders.

Applying the criteria ub )) ua to EIquation A.O20

E3 = -2KVbtb (AL.25a)
ab(l + e2 K)

E3 = -2K Vbtb auto share (A1.25b)
Ub

Once again, the elasticity is prolortional tor !1 !.'Lare that the

"value" of time holds in the di siltili ty fi,cl i,,, j hi ,,cans that the more

significant the "value" of time in the disitiliy, it es i t, the more

sensitive transit ridership is to travel time. If .:l o,bt,ile dominates,

then the automobile share is almost 1.0. Thus, 1,,' T r-I.it share is very

small. Any change in the probability of choosinll trarift is more likely

to be a larger percentage change.
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In conclusion, the elasticities in the case of automobile dominance

also imply intuitive interpretations.

A1.2, Special case 4: Scale 1ependence of Disutilities

One feature of the alternative form of the discriminant function that

was not discussed in section Al.1 is that the probability of choosing

transit is not dependent upon the. units that the disutility is measured

in. Once the logit scaling factor, K, is chosen, the units of the dis-

utility functions can be arbitrarily chosen as long as the relative values,

i.e. the ratio of the "cost" to the "time" components of the function,

are maintained. In other words, the scaling factor K, not the absolute

values of the units of the disutility function, determine the sensitivity

of the probability estimate to the differences in the utilities.

Analytically, this can be seen by substituting i ua and ub in

equations A1.15 and A1.20. (Of course, Vh----qvb;) Note that both the

probability estimates and the elasticities are invariant under this

substitution implying the lack of dependence on disutility scaling.

A1.2.6 Summary of the Special Cases

Examination of the four special cases revealed no colnter-intuitive

results. Each special case yields results that could be given intuitive

interpretations that meet with a priori beliefs about how people would

react to changes in travel time by transit.

The proportionality of the elasticity to automobile share is inter-

preted to be intuitive in both the limiting case of automobile dominance

and transit dominance. In all otlier cases t Is bounded between 0.0 and

1.0 and its effect is dominated by the otller terms in I:qtiation Al.13.

In the case of equal share and of automobile dominace, the elas-

ticity is proportional to the share that the "value" of time holds in the

disutility function. This means that the more significant the effect of

time in the disutility function, the greater its effect in causing changes

to the probability of choosing transit. In the case of transit dominance,

travel time must significantly increase relative to the disutility of

automobile before it can strongly effect the probability f choosing transit.
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Finally, the elasticity and the probability estimate are dependent

upon the scaling factor, K, but not upon the units that disutility is

measured in.

Al. 2.7 Conclusion

This appendix only discusses the direct elasticity of the probability

of choosing transit with respect to travel time on transit. Because of

symmetry, analogous results are obtained for the dependence on other transit

level of service parameters, for the cross elasticity terms (dependence

upon the automobile level of service), and for the probability of choosing

automobile.

Thus, the sensitivity analysis of the alternative discriminant function

proposed in this appendix yields no counter-intuitive results. Although

this is further evidence for the plausibility of the model, it is not

grounds for the model's acceptance. It does imply that the model should

not be rejected on the basis of this analysis.
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APPENDIX II

EXTENDED OPPORTUNITY MODEL

This appendix proposes a desire prediction model which is an extension

of the intervening opportunities model. This model is particularly adapted

to phase I of the routing model.

Section A2.1 proposes an alternative approach to the traditional trip

generation-trip distribution models. Section A2.2 then derives the mathe-

matical form of the extended opportunity model and section A2.3 examines

two special cases. Section A2.4 suggests further work and section A2.5 is

a summary.

A2.1 An Alternative Approach to Trip eneration and Trip Distribution

Many planning or policy decisions affect the level of service that

travelers perceive. In turn, level of service affects travelers' decisions

on how, where, when, or whether to travel. Thus, any accurate estimate of

travel volume must be sensitive to the level of service.

An often used approach to demand estimation is the urban transportation

planning processl(UTP) consisting of trip generation, trip distribution, and

modal split. In the traditional UTP process, an estimate of the total trips

for an area (trip generation) is made without regard to the level of service.

This fixed number of total trips is then "distributed" to various links

depending upon the level of service they offer. This section proposes an

alternative two-step procedure to replace the traditional trip generation-

trip distribution step.

The first step of the alternative procedure is to estimate desires. A

desire is a measure of the upper bound on the total trips Ltait will originate

in an area, i.e. estimate the number of trips tunt would be made if the level

of service were "perfect". Then, for each origin zone distribute some, but

not all, of the "desires" to destination zones. The number of trips actually

made and where these trips terminate depend upon the level of service that
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the system provides.

In symbols:

1. Estimate di(A) = upper bound on the number of trips that

can originate in zone i given the activity system of the

area.

2. Distribute trips: tij = f(LOS on link i---+j and all other

links from i) * di(A)

where f(.) 1.

Thus tij di(A).

Why is this process chosen? Does it have intuitive appeal? Is it

based on behavioral assumptions?

Begin by examining the concept of an upper bound on total trips made in

an area. Clearly, no matter how good the transportation system is, only a

finite number of trips will be made. For example, a loose upper bound on

daily trips might be 1000 * (population of the area). If the concept of

desires is to be useful, it should give a much tighter, more realistic bound.

Such a bound should be based on the socio-economic characteristics of the

traveler and on the activity system as a whole. For example, it should con-

sider all possible travel attractions.

The second step, distribution, assumes that when a traveler decides to

make a trip, he considers the complete transportation system. His decision

depends in some way on the availability, desirability, and accessibility by

all modes of all destinations. Such a calculation would be tremendously hard

and time-consuming. A tradeoff between ease and accuracy must be made.

The remainder of this appendix assumes that some process for estimating

desires exists, and concentrates on developing a method of distributing these

desires.

A2.1.1 Traditional UTP Distribution Models

The traditional UTP trip distribution procedure assigns total generated

trips among various travel destinations depending upon the relative level

of service each link offers, and upon measures of attractiveness at the

various destinations. Because it distributes all, not just some, of the gen-

erated trips, the total number of trips in an area is insensitive to the
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level of service.

Two trip generation techniques available are the gravity model and the

opportunity model? The very popular, traditional gravity model is analytic-

ally simple. It is dependent upon measures of zonal attractiveness and upon

absolute level of service measures for each link, but its weak point isithat

it is not based on any causal reasoning. The only underlying behavioral

assumption is that travelers choose destinations based on some inverse power

of the travel time between rigin and destination.

The opportunity model is intuitively more appealing than the gravity

model because it is based on behavioral assumptions. Unfortunately. it is

dependent only upon a rank order of interzonal travel times, not upon abso-

lute separation of zones or upon absolute level of service. It assumes that

the probability that a destination is accepted, if it is considered, is

constant, independent of the level of service.

A2.1.2 The Extended Opportunity Model

The extended opportunity model is an attempt to combine the intuitive

appeal of the opportunity model with the level of service dependence of the

gravity model. Currently it is only a model for the probability distribution

of trip ends given that a trip is made. A model sufficient for the second

step in the proposed process would have the property that the probability

that a trip is made is less than 1. That is:

P(Trip from origin i to destination j) 1.

A2.2 Development of the Model

A2.2.1 The Simple Opportunity Model

The opportunity model is a mathematical model of trip distribution

derived from hypotheses of human behavior. It is based on the following
4

hypotheses:

1. Total travel time from a point is minimized, subject to the

condition that every destination point has a stated problem of

being accepted if it is considered.

2. The probability of a destination being accepted, if it is consid-

ered, is a constant, independent of the order in which destinations
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are considered, and independent of the level of service.

Thus if

Fvz(Vo) = cumulative density function (cdf) for the probability that

a trip has terminated in subtended volume Vo.

Vo = possible destinations already considered, or subtended volume

fv(Vo) = dFv.(Vo) = the probability that a trip will terminate in

volumes between V and V + dVo.

The behavioral assumptions lead to:

Probability (trip terminates in voltme between Vo and Vo - dVo)

- constant * Probability (trip terminates in volumes yet to be

considered) * (number of volumes between V and Vo + dVo),i or:

dFv(V o ) - L * (1- Fv£(Vo ) * dVo (A2.1)

The solution of equation A2.1 which satisfies Fv _ (c°) _ l is:

fv(Vo)dVo = L * exp(-L *' V) * dVo (A2.;2)

If j less than k implies that all destinations in zone j are closer

to the origin zone than any destination in zone k, then the expected trip

interchange from zone i to zone j is the volume of trip origins, Oi, in

zone i, multiplied by the probability of a trip from i terminating in j:

Tij ' Oi * F(Vo)dVo (A2.3)

or Tij = Oi * (Fv,(Vj+i) - Fv (Vj)) (A2.'4)

or Tij ' Oi * (exp(-LVj) - exp(-LVj + i) ) (A2.5)

i-I
Iwhere Vj Z Ok. (A2.6)

I ,,,',,,, I-
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A2.2.2 Assumptions Relaxed in the Extended OortuniLty odel

The opportunity model as derived depends only ulpon a rank order of

travel time not on absolute level of service or absolute spatial distribution

of destinations.

Some of the behavioral assumptions can be relaxed. Let the probability

of a destination being accepted, if it is considered, be a variable, indepen-

dent of the order of consideration b.ut dependent upon the level of service.

Let this variable be monotonically decreasing in the level of service. That

is, if the level of service is worse, then the value of this variable is

smaller.

Let the possible destinations be spatially distributed with a density

p(r, 0).

For the sake of exposition and clarity of calculations, let it be the

case that for any ro, a destination closer to the origin than ris preferred

to a destination further from the origin than r . This is equivalent to say-

ing that the probability that a trip has terminated by ro is a monotonically

increasing function of ro.

A2.2.3 Derivation of the Extended opportulity odel

Assume the origin under consideration is located at r = 0.

Let Fr (ro) = Probability that a trip has terminated at r O.

p(ro, 9) = density of possible destinations

L(r, ) = a measure of the level of service from the origin to the

point (r,9). (The value of L is smaller if the level of

service is worse) For simplicity, assume L(r,0) _ 1.

B = probability that a possible destination is accepted given it

is considered and given "perfect" level of service.

(L(r,e) = 1)

fr,g(ro0o) = probability that a trip will terminate given

r E (r, r + dr ) and 0 6C (00, 0 -t-d ).
0 o o
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Figure A2.1

Representation of the Area 'dA'

*The behavioral assumptions lead to:

Prob(trip terminates in area dA)

B * L(r, 8) * Prob(trip has not terminated by r)

* (number feasible destinations in dA).

The number of possible destinations in dA is:

dV - p(ro , )r drodo

Analytically, the behavioral assumptions can bte written

fro, (ro )dr ) dr o B * L(ro,o) * (1 - Fr(Vo) )

* P(ro, o))rodrdOo

A2(

(A2.8)

(A2.9)
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If all trips possible are made, then Fr ( o) 1. The solution of

equation A2.9 satisfying F. ( oo) 1I is:

Fr(r) =- 1 - exp(-B*z(r )) where (r) r)dOd(ro0) o oL(r,()p(rO)do

(A2.10)

or substituting back into equation A2.9

f (r ,' )dr dO = B L(r o, )e-Bz(ro) * p(ro,O )r dr dO
r o o o(A2.11)

(A2. 11)

Equation A2.11 implies that the origin is a point source and the

destinations are chosen from a continuous medium surrounding the origin.

) > trip7't ip s'x
-'orrigin

e .--~ '

feasible
Figure A2.2 le

destinations
Distributed Destinations

In any real life situation, an

trips between zones of finite size.

zones. The origin is still a point

covers a finite area.

analyst will be concerned with

Consider now the following set of

source but the destination zone now
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Figure A2.3

Destination Zone

If Pij

Pij =

= Prob(trip end in zone j

, ( o o)dr dO

(reo C zone j

begins in zone i) then,

(A2.12)

If there are Oi trips originating in zone i, then

" i * Pij

i

or

B (r oo )' -(ro)p(r )r dr de

r 0 o E ZOfne j

z(r ) ) )L(r 0 oW)P('r Oo)rodr dO

(A2. 13)

(A2.14a)

(A2.14b)

(There is a straightforward xt. (l'iio11 that lold( if the origin is

of finite area and not just a }oilt .''-.. 3
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A2.2.4 A Discrete Zone Approximation

If the area of zone j is sufficiently small, then the integral of

equation A2.14a can be approximated to be a mean value times the area

of integration and the integral of equation A2.14b can be approximated

to be a sum. That is:

pr ) * dA.-Bz(rj)
Tij OiBL(rOj)e )p(rijj) * dA (A2.15a)

where z(rj) L(rk,Ok)P(rkk) * dAk (A2..Sb)

If the zonal areas are not sufficiently small, but are large

enough to be significant when compared to the spatial area of the urban

region, then an approximation error is introduced.

A2.3 Special Cases

By keeping the derivation as general as possible, it was possible

to avoid specific assumptions about the form of the level of service

function, L(r,&). To gain a more intuitive feel for what equations

A2.14 really mean, it is helpful to examine certain special functional

forms of L(r,8) and p(r,e).

A2.3.1 Special Case : Reduction to Simple Opportunity Model

If L(r,e) 5 1, then the extended opportunity model should reduce

to the simple opportunity model.

Substituting L(r,G) . 1 into equation A2.14:

Tij i B e (Bzo p(oP(r ,O)rodrod

Itr- · B zone j dV
0 0 dV

z(rO) ) p(r o) r dr dO (A2 16)

z(r 0 0 A216

O
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If all destinations in zone j are closer to zone i than those in j + 1

this reduces to:

-B VoV

T.. = .i B e B Vo dV (A2.17)

T. = O(eB Vj _ e-B Vj + 1) (A2.18)

This is identical in form to the equations for the simple oppor-

tunity model, thus the extended opportunity model reduces to the

simple opportunity model in the special case where L(r,e) = 1.

A2.3.2 Special Case 2: Gravity Form

Another special case to consider is one where the probability that

a trip is accepted decays with distance from the origin. If this
-a

decay i in the form of a power-law, i.e. L(r,8) -v r , then the

model is called the gravity form of the extended opportunity model.
-a

The particular function L(r,) = r violates the restriction that

L(r,O) 1. Henc.e

L(r,) r z q for all 8 (A2.19)

(r/q)- a r )q

. F_ as%

1

4 - ____ -_ ---- - -- - -- -

Figure A2.4: Gravity Form

If the above equation is used for L(r,O), the algebra becomes

rather complex. For clarity, only the results are stated.
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If equation A2.20 is used for L(r,e) and if p(r,O) is constant, then:

f(r) = 
2 r pBr e pr dr r q

2 T pB(r/q) rkl e 2r dr r > q

where k = exp(B paq /(2-a) )

k2 = 21Y pBq a/(2-a)

(The case where a 2 is similar.)

If origin zone i covers area from r = 0 to r = q then:

Tij i* e s o i s

If the destination zones are concentric rings, then:

(A2. 20a)

a -2

(A2.20b)

(A2.20c)

(A2.21)

Tij = 0i * k * (eBV (r/q)
-B e (rq)-a)- e (r/q)-a)

where
k 3 = exp(aBVi/(2-a) )
3

B1 = 2B/(2-a)

(A2.22b)

(A2.22c)a 2

(The case where a = 2 is similar.)

Examination of equation A2.22 reveals that it is very similar in

form to the simple opportunity mod(l1. Except for a few changes in the

values of the constants, the only major structural challge is that the

subtended volume, Vj, is replaced by te l;uhtbended volurrie multiplied by

a gravity-like decay factor, V * (r/q) a. The decay factor will cause

the distribution of trips to be more concentrated near the origin. The

larger a is, the more concentrated the distribution i;.

A2 S
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This result, though analytically more complex, i.s norre intuitively

appealing than the simple opportunity model. It ::. I:.ted; more on

behavioral assumptions than the gravity model, but it does include a

measure of absolute separation of the zones. 'MThe plrti cular functional

form of equations A2.19, A2.20, and A2.22 is not advocated. That form

was presented only as an example of how the more general result,

equation A2.14 (or equati6n A2.15) could be used,

A2.4 Further Work

A2.4.1 Transformation

One of the implicit assumptions in the developmclt of the extended

opportunity model was that for any r, a destination closer to the

origin than r is preferred to a destination further fromn the origin

than r It might be possible to relax this s vtcc i1 so that
travel time or some other measure of the level of Sekrvice is the

dependent variable instead of distance. It might be possible to do

this with some Jacobian-like transformation on equatio)t A2.14.

Though a change of variable in the general equati.cm is analy-

tically complex, a change of variable in the approximation equations

is analytically simple and straightforward. Such a change would give:

Bz(ri)p(rj dAj
Tij r OiB L(ri0 )e p(ri.p1 ) dAj (A2.23a)

Z(rj) L(rk,k) P(rk0k)dAk
(A2.23b)

] f A.t. L(rkk) L(rj,0j)

Note that the.only change is in the order of tht s;.' nmaation to

determine Z(rj). This means that the traveler fav,,.- those destinations

that have a "higher level of service", ie. de;itir, aLns that are more

readily accessible.
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A2.4.2 Probability of Termination Less Than 

The extended opportunity model as it now stands is still a trip

distribution model; it distributes spatially all the trips. It is

quite easy to extend equation A2.14 so that the sum of the probability

that a trip terminates is less than 1. To achieve this, all one has

to do is change the boundary condition on F- (ro) to Fr_ (oo)

= P = probability that a trip terminates (P 1L). But to do this one

must first be able to determine P as a function of the level of

service.

A2.4.3 Level of Service Function

The derivation in section A2.2 was kept as general as possible

so that it would not be necessary to rederive results for each L(r,9)

function. No reasons were given for prefering one analytic result to

another; the gravity form was derived purely as an exposiLion of how

the general result might be used. Before the result can he used with

confidence, it is necessary to derive a L(r,O) functio;n wl-ich is based

upon causal reasoning from behavioral assumptions. A good choice

would be some function based upon a measure of a traveler's utility.

A2.5 Conclusion

The derivation of the extended opportunity model presented in this

appendix is not yet complete. The model is designed explicitly for use

in the desire prediction component of phase I of the routing model,

but before it can actually be used, a causal derivation of P, the

probability of termination, and L(r,O), the level of service function,

must be proposed. Furthermore, a means to generate dlesires must be

derived from behavioral assumptions.

Though not yet ready for desire prediction, the model can be used

as a. distribution model.. It combines the causal rea.soring of the

opportunity model with the spatial and level of service dependence of

the gravity model.
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FOOTNOTES

Part I

1. 70,312,824
United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Number of Inhabitants--United States Summary, December, 1971.
PC(1)-A1, page 1-45, table 6.

This includes incorporated and unincorporated places. See the
Census Users' Guide for complete definitions. United States
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census Users'
Guide, Part I, October, 1970, page XI.

2a. Chicago spent $150 million in 1966. Fricdliandcr, Alex E.,
A Method of Schedule and Routtc Planninio in Urban Mass Trai;:it,
Ph.D. Thesis, Mass. Inst. of Tech., September, 1968, page 217.

2b. For example, net revenue for 1961 on the following bus lines
was:' Barre Bus Lines, $32,222; Berkshire Street RIilway, $350,300;
Brush Hill Transpor.tation, $30'.200; Fitclburg & Lcouinster St. Ry.,
$543,900; Johnson Bus Lines, $395,500; l.ynnfield ComitLnity, Inc.,
$169,800; Mass. Northeastern Trans., $333,400; Plymouth & Brockton,
$370,400; Saugus Transit, Inc., $136,400; Service Bus Lines, Inc.,
$208,600.
Systems Analysis and Research Corporation (SARC), Mass Trans-
portation in Massachusetts: A Final Report on a Mass Transportation
Demonstration Project, ay, 1964, pages 77-30.

3. Voorhees, Alan M. and Associates, Inc., A Systems Analysis of
Transit Routes and Schedules, prepared for the Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit Commission. Mass Transportation
Demonstration Project. INT-kMTD-14. November, 1964.

4. Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation Study, June, 1963 to
April, 1965. Abend, Norman A., and Melvin R. Levin, Bureaucrats
in Collision: Case Studies in Ara ''ll-ortatiiol ]anning, Mir
Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1971, page 201.

5. Manchester Metropolitan Planning Study, August 1964 to August,1967.
Ibid., pages 176-178.

6. $1,193,000.
Zettel, Richard M., and Richard R Carll, Sum.umry Review of Major
Metropolitan Area Transportation St:tdices in the United States.
The Institute of Transportation and Tralfic Engineering. Univ.
of California, Berkeley, Novemb( r, J19.

7. $1,803,000: Taken from the rol} .:i:, lpiatlishl(d ill 1959. Later
the cost of the Penn-Jersey study if)lre .tin (;ai, Icd. Ibid.
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8. For example, the PACTS study in Portland, Maine required about nine
months for data collection. Abend and Levin, op.cit.

9. 51% of transit riders walked less hal one block in Boston, Mass.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts; Mass ':ansportation Commission,
Tentative Conclusions, Demonstration Project: Miass-Nl'D-3 Progress
Report #5, Boston, November 22,1969, page 98.
68% walked less than one block in Chattanooga, Tenn. Levinson,
Herbert S. and F. Houston Wynn, "Some Aspects of Future Transpor-
tation in Urban Areas," Highway Re,.carch Board Bulletin 326,

Urban Transportation: Demand and Coordination, 1962, page 10.
''In Springfield, ass. 39 percent were within 200 feet of a bus
route, 60 percent within 400 feet, and 83 percent within 800 feet,"

Levinson, Herbert S. and F. ouston Wynn, "Some Considerations in
Appraising Bus Transit Potentials," Highway Research Record, No.
197, 1967, page 17.
"Data collected as part of the Chicago Area Transportation Study
and other surveys in recent years strongly suggest that people
actually using transit vehicles for work trips are willing to walk
an average of two or three blocks but not very much more."
Meyer, J.R., J.F. Kain, and M. Wohl, The Urban Transportation
Problem, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass. 1965, pages
188-189.

10. 40% of daily volume occurred during the four peak hours in Chicago,
Ill., 53% in Washington, D.C., (1959-1962 data). Meyer, J.R., J.F.
Kain, and M. Wohl, The Urban Transportation Problem, Harvard
University Press. Cambridge, Mass. 1965.

11. In 1959, average Saturday riding was 61.2% of the weekday average,
Sunday riding 30.2%. Although not as pronounced in small co;nrun-
ities, similar variations occur. Meyer, Kain, and Wohl, ibid.

12. 17.6% variation as calculated from the Transportation Facts for the
Boston Region, Boston Redevelopment Authority, 1968/69 Edition.

13. Wilson, Nigel, Wayne Pecknold, and Brian Kullman, Service Modification
Procedures for Local Bus Operations of the Massachusetts Bay Trans-

portation Authority. The Boston Urban Observatory, August, 1972.
page 25.

14. Such as income, age, sex, etc.

15. See for example:
Lave, Charles A., "A Behavioral Approach to Modal Split Forecasting",
Transportation Research, 1969, Vol. 3, No. 4, pp. 63-480.
Quarmby, D.A., "Choice of Travel 'Mode for Lhe Journey Lo Work: Some
Findings", Journal of Transportation 1;conomics ad Policy, 1967,
Vol. 1, No. 3, pp.' 273-314.
Stopher, P.R. and T.E. Lisco, "Modelling Travel Defnand: A Disaggre-
gate Behavioral Approach-Issues and A)pplications", Traoiportation
Research Forum Procecdings, 1970, pp. 195-214.
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16. Kulash, Damian, Routin.lr and Schcl'i, iz .: i Pulic 'lir-aspIortL tion
Systems, Ph.D. Thesis, blass. Inst. oi 'Tech. jantnlry i'/ I, page 20,5.

17. For example, if there are 20 rouLes under consideration, ten the
cost of testing a single routing decision would inc.rase 20-fold.
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18. 766 thousand people are served with fr-(,ltiC; it tlte Providence-
P. .wtucket area. Simpson and Curtin, Actluis ition and Public
O:eration of Transi t Service in tle Provide-ll)F-j'ottucket
Metropolitan Area. Transportation nginccri,,g .tine 1965.
110 thousand people are served ith 3 , cus ;, Allentown, Pa.
Lehigh and Northampton Transportation Athori y.

19. Though not explicitly modelled, network effects can be included
via judgmental estimates.

20, Little, John D.C., "Models and Managers: The,'Concept of a
Decision Calculus", Manaoement Science, H'ay, ]970.

21. Iid.

22. For a more complete discussion of aive correlative and causal
models, see: de Neufville, Richamd, anr, .Josl,h 11. Stafford,
Systems Analysis for Enginers e Ian rs, r(;raw-Hill Book
Company, New York, 1971, chapter 12.

23. The need for behavioral assumptions i. di.ctuscd in criterion
6. Some references given in foot:note l .

24. Little, op.cit.

25. Travel time will increase due to s:dtcit-i, .:t hl,;clilg delays.

26. The design of an equilibriu;m cl-O,,ij: ., i , l;di c. in detail
in chapter 3.

27. Kulash, op.cit. page 273.

28. For example, in Lehigh Valley, Pa. ?:].. .3/ -,f a-ll trips made
were made by public bus, 5.3% by ch!ool) )tu,;.

Wynn and Levinson, op.cit., page 16, table 9.

29. Highway Act of 1962, Public Law 87-866.

·30. For example:
Quandt, R.E. and Baumol, W.J., ", r ,,:;:iid lI-, Abstract Transport
Modes; Theory and Measurement", .oul aIl of 1,vcijconal Science, Vol.
6, No. 2, 1966.
Systems Analysis and Tesearch (:orl o, :r;.it,it (:.;%r(;), Demand for
Intercity Passenr Travel in Corridor,
Report to U.S. Department o Coi-u - r, 1' ,:t( 3,
McLynn, J.EN., A.J. Goldman, P.i. ,.-, :i,, tv' . i. Watkins,
"Analysis of a Market Split Iodcl1", Jotuial (,.i (-search of the
National Bureau of Standards . :iatllrtmatical Science, Vol. 72B,
No. 1, 1968.

31. Lave, op.cit.; Quarmby, op.cit. -;t o!l} , an(; t.-j ;.co, op.cit. '
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49. Actually, probabilities are estimated for groups of similar
individuals.

50. Determination of the probability that a potential rider will ride
the bus route.can be a complex calculation, but its complexity
does not change the basic simplicity of the process. The complex
calculation can be easily done by a cmputer... (See feature 4.)

54. $10 in 1961. Abend and evin, o.cit. 10,000 people at $10,000 = $100,000.

55. Fleet, Christopher R. and Sydney R. Robertson, "Trip Generation
in the Transportation Planning Process," Highway Research Record,
No. 240, 1968, pages 11-31.

56. Since zonal interactions are considered, the number of zones
varies roughly as the squate of the numiber of zones within walking
distance of the route. (Equation 5.7, chapter 5). Smaller zones
mean a greater number of zones within walking distance.

57. Based on engineering judgment.

58. If the spatial distribution of the population witllin a four square
block square zone is homogeneous, :hen the mean right-angle walk-
ing distance is two blocks.

59. The calculation of trip desires is discussed in chapter 3, section
3.1.2.2.

60a. International Business achines (IBM) publication, A PL/I Primer,
Endicott, N.Y., February, 1970.
International Business Machines (IBM) publication, IB'M System/360
Operating System PL/I(F) Language Rference Manual, Endicott, N.Y.,
June, 1970.

60b. IBM, A PL/I Primer, Endicott, N.Y., February, 1970, page 4.

61. Abend and Levin, op.cit.

62. Chapter 4, section 4.1 contains an in-depth investigation of what
is available from the Census Bureau.

"An Efficient Method to Predict the Impacts of Operating Decisions for
Conventional Bus Systems," John R. Hauser, Masters Thesis, MIT, Feb. 1973,
chapter 4.

63. Hauser, p. cit., chapter 4.

64. Hauser, op. cit., See chapter 4, section 4.2 for model calibration.
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Part II

3. Ruiter, Earl R., "Toward a Better Understanding of the Intervening
Opportunities Model", Transportation Research, pages 47-56, 1967.
Martin, Brian V., Frederick W. :Iernmott, III, and Alexander J. Bone,
Principals and Techniques of Predicting Future Demand for Urban
Area Transportation, IIT Report No. 3, IfIT Press, Cambridge, Mass.,
pages 149-151, June, 1961.

4. See Appendix 2.

5. Witheford, David K., "Comparison of Trip Generation by the Oppor-
tunity Model and the Gravity Model," Paper presented to the Origin
and Destination Commnittee, Highvay Research Board, January 9, 1961.

6. A computer implementation of the basic structure of this component
has been developed and is described inmore detail in section 3.2.

7. See criterion 12 in part I.

8. Kulash, Damian, Routing and Scheduling in Public Transportation Systems,

Ph.D. thesis, Mass. Inst. of Tech., January, 1971.

9. The equilibrium seeking process can be set to stop after a preset

number of iterations or if the last iteration produces a percentage

change less than a preset value.

9a. Hauser, John R., An Efficient Method to Predict the Impacts of Operating

Decision for Conventional Bus Systems, Masters Thesis, Mass. Inst. of

Tech., Feb. 1973.

10. Multiplexed Information and Computing Service.

11. Machine-Aided Cognition and Multiple-Access Computer.

12. In all tests conducted, variation was less than 10%.
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13. Coefficients are only stated to two significant figures because costs

are dependent upon the state of the Multics system. Equations 2.11

were calibrated via simple linear regression on ten data points.

14. That is, replacing the logistic model with a model which returns a

constant value for the probability of choosing transit.

15. The exact size needed depends upon the particular community.

16. A heuristic zoning attempt was made for Allentwon, Pa. (population

110,000). The result was 130 zones.

17. Kulash, op. cit.
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Appendices

Appendix 1.

1. Quarmby, D. A. Choice of Travel Mode for the Journey to Work: Some

Findings, Journal of Transportation Economics and Policy, 1967, Vol. 1,

No. 3, pp. 273-314, appendix.

Appendix 2.

1. Martin, Brian V., Frederick W. cnmott, III, and Alexander J. Bone,
Principals and Techniques of Prcdictingl Ftttre Demand for U-ban
Area Transportation, MIT Report No. 3, MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass.,
pages 149-151, June, 1961.

2. Martin, Memmott, and Bone, op.cit., pages 138-146.

3. Martin, Memmott, and Bone, op.cit., pages 149-151.
Ruiter, Earl R., "Toward a Better Understanding of the Intervening
Opportunities Model", Transportation Research, pages 47-56, 1967.

4. Ruiter, op.cit., page 48.
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